We define what it means for a Banach algebra to be topologically left Noetherian. We show that if G is a compact group, then L 1 pGq is topologically left Noetherian if and only if G is metrisable. We prove that given a Banach space E such that E 1 has BAP, the algebra of compact operators KpEq is topologically left Noetherian if and only if E 1 is separable; it is topologically right Noetherian if and only if E is separable. We then define what it means for a dual Banach algebra to be weak*-topologically left Noetherian, and give some examples for which this condition holds. Finally we give a unified approach to classifying the weak*-closed left ideals of certain dual Banach algebras that are also multiplier algebras, with applications to M pGq for G a compact group, and BpEq for E a reflexive Banach space with AP.
Introduction
Those studying Banach algebras have long been interested in the interplay between abstract algebra and abstract analysis. This motivates the comparison of the following two definitions: Definition 1.1. Let A be a Banach algebra, and let I be a closed left ideal in A.
(i) Given n P N, we say that I is (algebraically) generated by x 1 , . . . , x n P I if
When there exist such elements x 1 , . . . , x n for some n P N we say that I is (algebraically) finitely-generated. (ii) Given n P N, we say that I is topologically generated by x 1 , . . . , x n P I if Here A 7 denotes the unitisation of A.
It seems both natural and obvious that Definition 1.1(ii) is the appropriate one for the Banach setting, since it takes account of the topology. However, as Banach algebraists we wish to establish a more precise picture of exactly how these two definitons play out. One result in this spirit is the beautiful theorem of Sinclair and Tullo from 1974 [28] : Theorem 1.2. Let A be a Banach algebra which is (algebraically) left Noetherian. Then A is finite dimensional.
In recent years a number of papers have appeared which further illustrate that algebraic finite-generation of left ideals in Banach algebras is a very strong condition. This has been motivated by a conjecture of Dales and Żelazko [11] which states that a unital Banach algebra in which every maximal left ideal is finitely-generated is finite dimensional. The conjecture is known to hold for many classes of Banach algebras [11, 10, 4, 32] . For example, in [32] the present author verified the conjecture for many of the algebras coming from abstract harmonic analysis, including the measure algebra of a locally compact group, as well as a large class of Beurling algebras.
In this article we aim to fill in another corner of this picture, and contrast with the above results, by investigating topologically left Noetherian Banach algebras, which we define as follows: Definition 1.3. Let A be a Banach algebra. The we say that A is topologically left Noetherian if every closed left ideal is topologically finitely-generated.
We shall demonstrate below that, in contrast to the Sinclair-Tullo Theorem, there are many infinite dimensional examples of topologically left Noetherian Banach algebras, and that, moreover, the condition often picks out a nice property of some underlying group or Banach space.
We note that another natural condition to consider would be an ascending chain condition on chains of closed left ideals as in [6, Proposition 4.1] . However, we know of no infinite dimensional examples of Banach algebras satisfying this condition. Indeed, many of the natural examples of Banach algebras satisfying Definition 1.3 are easily seen to fail the ascending chain condition. These include Cr0, 1s, as well as the infinite dimensional examples in Theorems 1.4 and 1.5 below. One might be tempted to try to prove that there are no infinite dimensional Banach algebras satisfying an ascending chain condition for closed left ideals. However, if this were true, it would imply a negative solution to the question of whether there exists an infinite dimensional, topologically simple, commutative Banach algebra, which is a notorious open question. For these reasons we have chosen only to study Definition 1.3 in this article.
We now outline the main results of the paper. In Section 2 we shall fix some notation and prove some general results that we shall require in the sequel. In Section 3 we shall first prove that the Fourier algebra ApGq of a discrete group G it topologically left Noetherian if and only if G is countable. The main result of that section is the dual to this result: Theorem 1.4. Let G be a compact group. Then L 1 pGq is topologically left Noetherian if and only if G is metrisable.
In Section 4 we turn our attention to algebras of operators on a Banach space. We denote the set of compact operators on a Banach space E by KpEq. Our main result is the following: Theorem 1.5.
(i) Let E be a Banach space with AP. Then KpEq is topologically left Noetherian if and only if E 1 is separable.
(ii) Let E be a Banach space such that E 1 has BAP. Then KpEq is topologically right Noetherian if and only if E is separable.
This theorem actually follows from more general results about the algebra of approximable operators ApEq, for a formally larger class of Banach spcaes E (Theorem 4.5 and Theorem 4.9). In Section 5 we consider weak*-topologically left Noetherian dual Banach algebras, believing that this will be a more appropriate notion for the measure algebra M pGq of a locally compact group G, and for BpEq, the algebra of bounded linear operators on a reflexive Banach space E. We consider Banach algebras A for which the multiplier algebra M pAq is a dual Banach algebra in a natural way, and prove a general result, Proposition 5.3, which says that M pAq is weak*-topologically left Noetherian whenever A is topologically left Noetherian. We then apply this theorem to the algebras of the form M pGq and BpEq to get the following corollary:
(i) Let G be a compact, metrisable group. Then M pGq is weak*-topologically left Noetherian.
(ii) Let E be a separable, reflexive Banach space with AP. Then BpEq is weak*-topologically left and right Noetherian.
We then consider a more restricted class of Banach algebras, and we formulate an abstract approach for relating the ideal structure of a Banach algebra A belonging to this calss to the weak*-ideal structure of M pAq (Theorem 5.10). In Proposition 5.11 we use this to show that, for this class, weak*-topological left Noetherianity of M pAq is equivalent to a }¨}-topological condition on A. In Section 6 we demonstrate how Theorem 5.10 gives a unified strategy for classifiying the weak*-closed left ideals of both M pGq, for G a compact group, and BpEq, for E a reflexive Banach space with AP. We then observe that this leads to classifications of the closed right submodules of the predules.
Finally, we mention that in [25] the author of the present work together with Niels Laustsen will show that there is a certain reflexive Banach space E which has AP such that BpEq fails to be weak*-topologically left Noetherian. This is the only example of a dual Banach algebra that we know of that fails to have this property.
Preliminaries
We first fix some general notation. Given a locally compact group G, we denote by L 1 pGq the Banach algebra of integrable functions, which we refer to as the group algebra of G. We write M pGq for the Banach algebra of complex, regular Borel measures on G, known here as the measure algebra. We write ApGq for the Fourier algebra of G, as defined by Eymard in [12] . We write CpGq for the linear space of complex-valued functions on G, and C 0 pGq for the subspace consisting of functions vanishing at infinity. Of course, C 0 pGq is a Banach space with the supremum norm; when G is compact CpGq " C 0 pGq, and we prefer the former notation over the latter.
By a representation of G we implicitly mean a continuous unitary representation of G on a Hilbert space. We write p G for the unitary dual of G, and a typical element of p G will be represented as pπ, H π q, where H π is a Hilbert space, and π is an irreducible representation of G on H π . Given an arbitrary representation pπ, H π q of G, and vectors ξ, η P H π , we write ξ˚π η for the function on G defined by t Þ Ñ xπptqξ, ηy pt P Gq. We shall denote the modular function on G by ∆. We also use the notation q f ptq " f pt´1q pt P Gq for f P L 1 pGq.
For a Banach algebra A we denote by A 7 the (conditional) unitisation of A, and by M pAq the multiplier algebra of A. We write CLIpAq for the lattice of closed left ideals of A, and CRIpAq for the lattice of closed right ideals. We denote the left action of A on its dual by a¨λ for a P A and λ P A 1 , and set A¨A 1 " ta¨λ : a P A, λ P A 1 u. Usually A will have a bounded approximate identity, in which case, by Cohen's factorisation theorem, A¨A 1 " span pA¨A 1 q. We use similar notation for the right action.
Given a Banach space E, we shall denote its dual space by E 1 . We write BpEq for the algebra of bounded linear operators E Ñ E. We write KpEq for the ideal of compact operators, ApEq for the approximable operators, and FpEq for the finite rank operators. We write SUBpEq for the lattice of closed linear subspaces of E. Given x P E and λ P E 1 , we write x b λ for the rank one operator y Þ Ñ λpyqx py P Eq.
Given subsets X Ă E and Y Ă E 1 , we use the notation
and we recall the well-known formulae
A Banach space E is said to have the approximation property, or simply AP, if, whenever F is another Banach space, we have ApF, Eq " KpF, Eq. There is also an equivalent formulation of the approximation property which has some useful generalizations: a Banach space E has AP if and only if, for every compact subset K Ă E and every ε ą 0, there exists T P FpEq such that }T x´x} ă ε px P Kq [23, Theorem 3.4.32]. We say that E has the bounded approximation property, or BAP, if there exists a constant C ą 0 such that the operator T can be chosen to have norm at most C. Clearly BAP implies AP. Moreover, a reflexive Banach space with AP has BAP [5, Theorem 3.7] . Many Banach spaces have the bounded approximation property: for instance any Banach space with a Schauder basis [23, Theorem 4.1.33] has BAP, and it can be deduced from this that any Hilbert space has BAP. The Banach space BpHq, for H an infinite dimensional Hilbert space, does not even have AP [29] .
We recall from [27] that a dual Banach algebra is a Banach algebra A which is isomorphically a dual Banach space, in such a way that the multiplication is separately weak*-continuous. Equivalently, a Banach algebra with (isomorphic) predual X is a dual Banach algebra if and only if X may be identified with a closed A-submodule of A 1 . Examples include the measure algebra M pGq of a locally compact group G, with predual C 0 pGq, as well as BpEq for a reflexive Banach space E, with predual given by E p bE 1 , where p b denotes the projective tensor product of Banach spaces.
Recall that a semi-topological algebra is a pair pA, τ q, where A is an algebra, and τ is a topology on A such that pA,`, τ q is a topological vector space, and such that multiplication on A is separately continuous. For example, a dual Banach algebra with its weak*-topology is a semi-topological algebra.
Let pA, τ q be a semi-topological algebra. Let I be a closed left ideal in A, and let n P N. We say that I is τ -topologically generated by elements x 1 , . . . , x n P I if
We say that I is τ -topologically finitely-generated if there exist n P N and x 1 , . . . , x n P I which τ -topologically generate I. We say that A is τ -topologically left Noetherian if every closed left ideal of A is τ -topologically finitely-generated. For example, we shall often discuss weak*-topologically left Noetherian dual Banach algebras. When the topology is the norm topology on a Banach algebra we may simply speak of "topologically finitely-generated left ideals" et cetera.
Analogously we may define τ -topologically finitely-generated right ideals, as well as τ -topologically right Noetherian algebras. If the algebra in question is commutative we usually drop the words "left" and "right".
We note that when a semi-topological algebra A has a left approximate identity we have
for each n P N, and each x 1 , . . . , x n P A. When this is the case we usually drop the unitisations in order to ease notation. For example, in the proof of Theorem 3.4 below, we shall write L 1 pGq˚g in place of L 1 pGq 7˚g , for G a locally compact group and g P L 1 pGq.
The following lemma will be invaluable throughout this article.
Lemma 2.1. Let A be a semi-topological algebra with a left approximate identity. Let J be a dense right ideal of A. Then J intersects every closed left ideal of A densely.
Proof. Let pe α q be a left approximate identity for A, which we may assume belongs to J (if not, then for each open neighbourhood of the origin U, and each index α, choose f α,U P J such that e α´fα,U P U . Then pf α,U q is easily seen to be a left approximate identity for A.) Let I be a closed left ideal in A and let a P I. Then for every index α we have e α a P J X I.
Since a " lim α e α a P J X I, and a was arbitrary, it follows that J X I " I, as required.
Next we show that τ -topological left Noetherianity is stable under taking quotients and extensions. For this lemma only we drop the τ s and write "topologically left Noetherian" et cetera, even though we are not necessarily talking about a topology induced by a norm. Lemma 2.2. Let A be a semi-topological algebra, and let I be a closed (two-sided) ideal in A.
(i) If A is topologically left Noetherian then so is A{I.
(ii) Suppose that both I and A{I are topologically left Noetherian. Then so is A.
(iii) A is topologically left Noetherian if and only if A 7 is topologically left Noetherian.
Proof. Parts (i) and (ii) follow from routine arguments. For part (iii) we may suppose that A is non-unital for otherwise the result is trivial. If A is topologically left Noetherian then, since A 7 {A -C is topologically left Noetherian, it follows from (ii) that A 7 is also. The converse follows from the fact that every closed left ideal in A is also a closed left ideal in A 7 .
Examples From Abstract Harmonic Analysis
In this section we shall prove Theorem 1.4. It is surely easiest to determine whether or not a Banach algebra is topologically left Noetherian when we know what its closed left ideals are. Fortunately, this is the case for the group algebra of a compact group, as well as for the Fourier algebra of certain discrete groups, including all amenable groups. As a sort of warm up for the proof of Theorem 1.4 we shall show that, for such groups, the Fourier algebra ApGq is topologically Noetherian if and only if G is countable. Both proofs involve similar ideas.
Proposition 3.1. Let G be a discrete group such that f P ApGqf for all f P ApGq. Then ApGq is topologically Noetherian if and only if G is countable.
Proof. Given E Ă G, write IpEq " tf P ApGq : f pxq " 0, x P Eu. By [22, Proposition 2.2] the closed ideals of ApGq are all of the from IpEq for some subset E of G.
Suppose first that G is countable and let I Ÿ ApGq be closed. Let E Ă G be such that I " IpEq, and enumerate GzE " tx 1 , x 2 , . . . , u. Define g " ř 8
n"1 1 n 2 δ xn P ApGq. It is clear that supp g " GzE, and hence that ! x P G : f pxq " 0 for every f P ApGq 7 g
) " E.
It follows from the classification of the closed ideals of ApGq given above that I " ApGq 7 g. As I was arbitrary we conclude that ApGq is topologically Noetherian. Now suppose that ApGq is topologically Noetherian. Then there exist n P N and h 1 , . . . , h n P ApGq such that ApGq " ApGq 7 h 1`¨¨¨`A pGq 7 h n . Since ApGq Ă c 0 pGq, every function in ApGq must have countable support. Hence S :" Ť n i"1 supp h i is a countable set. Every f P ApGq 7 h 1`¨¨¨`A pGq 7 h n has supp f Ă S, and of course, after taking closures, we see that this must hold for every f P ApGq. This clearly forces S " G, so that G must be countable.
Remark. The hypothesis of the previous proposition is satisfied by any discrete, amenable group, since in this case ApGq has a bounded approximate identity by Leptin's Theorem, as well as many other groups including the free group on n generators for each n P N [30] .
We now recall some facts about compact groups. Firstly, for G a compact group the closed left ideals of L 1 pGq have the following characterisation [20, Theorem 38.13]:
Theorem 3.2. Let G be a compact group, and let I be a closed left ideal in L 1 pGq. Then there exist linear subspaces E π Ă H π pπ P p Gq such that
Let G be a compact group. Given π P p G we write T π pGq " span tξ˚π η : ξ, η P H π u, and we write T pGq " span tξ˚π η : ξ, η P H π , π P p Gu. We recall the following facts about these spaces from [19, 20] :
is an ideal in L 1 pGq, and as an algebra T π pGq -M dπ pGq, where d π denotes the dimension of H π .
Proof. The formula We now prove the main theorem of this section, Theorem 3.4. Observe that Theorem 1.4 is simply "(a) if and only if (c)". The equivalence of conditions (b) and (c) has surely been noticed before, but we include the proof to make our argument more transparent.
Theorem 3.4. Let G be a compact group. Then the following are equivalent:
Proof. We first demonstrate that (b) implies (c). Our method is to show that G is first countable, which will implie that G is metrisable by [19, Theorem 8.3] . Indeed, it follows from Tannaka-Krein duality [21] that the topology on G is the initial topology induced by its irreducible continuous unitary representations, and as such has a base given by sets of the form U pπ 1 , . . . , π n ; ε; tq :" ts P G : }π i ptq´π i psq} ă ε, i " 1, . . . , nu,
where ε ą 0, t P G, and pπ 1 , H 1 q, . . . , pπ n , H n q P p G. Hence, if p G is countable, for every t P G the sets U pπ 1 , . . . , π n ; 1{m; tq pm P N, π 1 , . . . , π n P p Gq form a countable neighbourhood base at t, and so G is first-countable. Now suppose instead that G is metrisable. Then CpGq is separable. Since the infinity norm dominates the L 2 -norm for a compact space, and since CpGq is dense in L 2 pGq, it follows that L 2 pGq is separable. By [20, Theorem 27 .40]
By Theorem 3.3(iii), for each π P p G we have T π pGq -M dπ pCq, where d π is the dimension of H π , and since I X T π pGq is a left ideal in T π pGq there must be an idempotent P π P T π pGq such that I X T π pGq " T π pGq˚P π . Set α π " }P π }´1 if P π ‰ 0, and set α π " 0 otherwise. Enumerate p G " tπ 1 , π 2 , . . .u, and define g "
which belongs to I because each P π i does, and I is closed. We claim that
For the reverse inclusion we show that, for j P N and ξ P H π j , we have π j pf qpξq " 0 for all f P L 1 pGq˚g if and only if ξ P E π j . The claim then follows from Theorem 3.2. Indeed, if f P L 1 pGq˚g then π j pf qpξq " 0 because f P I. On the other hand if ξ P H π j zE π j then π j pP π j qpξq ‰ 0, whereas π i pP π j q " 0 for i ‰ j by Theorem 3.3(i), which implies that π j pgqξ "
This establishes the claim.
Finally we show that (a) implies (b). Assume that L 1 pGq is topologically left Noetherian. Then there exist r P N and g 1 , . . . , g r P L 1 pGq such that
For each n P N there exist t piq n P T pGq pi " 1, . . . , rq such that
Let S be the set
We see that S is countable because, by Theorem 3.3(i), each function t piq n satisfies πpt piq n q ‰ 0 for at most finitely many π P p G. We shall show that S " p G. Assume instead that there exists some π P p GzS, and let u be the identity element of T π pGq. For σ P p Gztπu we have σpuq " 0, whereas π´t piq n¯" 0 for every n P N and every i " 1, . . . , r. Hence σ´t piq n˚u¯" 0 pσ P p G, n P N, i P t1, . . . , ruq, which implies that t piq n˚u " 0 for every n P N and i " 1, . . . , r.
By taking the limit as n goes to infinity, this shows that g i˚u " 0 pi " 1, . . . , rq, and hence that f˚u " 0 for every f P L 1 pGq. However, since u was chosen to be an identity u˚u " u ‰ 0. This contradiction implies that p G " S, as claimed.
The next proposition suggests to us that weak*-topological Noetherianity is a more interesting notion for the measure algebra of a locally compact group G than }¨}-topological Noetherianity, and we explore this in the next section. Given a discrete group G we write ℓ 1 pGq " L 1 pGq , and write ℓ 1 0 pGq for its augmentation ideal, i.e. the maximal ideal consisting of those f P ℓ 1 pGq such that ř tPG f ptq " 0. Proposition 3.5. Let G be a locally compact group such that M pGq is topologically left Noetherian. Then G is countable. If, in addition, G is either compact or abelian, then G is finite.
Proof. Suppose that M pGq is topologically left Noetherian. Then, by Lemma 2.2 (i), so are its quotients, whence ℓ 1 pG d q is topologically left Noetherian, where G d denotes the group G with the discrete topology. It follows that
for some n P N and some g 1 , . . . , g n P ℓ 1 0 pG d q. Let H be the subgroup of G generated by the supports of the functions g 1 , . . . , g n . This is a countable set. Define σ :
Then, by the calculation performed in [32, Lemma 3.6],
and hence, since σ is clearly bounded, σpf q " 0 for every f P ℓ 1 0 pG d q. This forces G " H. Hence G is countable.
A countable locally compact group is always discrete, so that if it is also compact it must be finite. If G is abelian, then the fact that ℓ 1 pG d q is topologically Noetherian implies that G is finite by [2, Theorem 1.1].
Left and Right Ideals of Approximable Operators on a Banach Space
In this section we shall prove Theorem 1.5. This will follow as a corollary of the formally more general Theorems 4.5 and 4.9 below. Along the way we give a characterisation of the closed right ideals of ApEq, for E any Banach space such that ApEq has as right aproximate identity. This is analogous to the characteristation given by Grønbaek in [15 
Let E be a Banach space, and X Ă BpEq. Then we write
Let A be a closed subalgebra of BpEq. Given closed linear subspaces F Ă E 1 and D Ă E we define
These define families of closed left and right ideals respectively. We also define a family of closed left ideals by
where D is a closed linear subspace of E. When the ambient algebra A is unambiguous we shall often drop the subscript and simply write L pF q, RpDq, and I pDq. Usually A will be either ApEq or BpEq. We shall show that when ApEq has a right approximate identity every closed right ideal of ApEq has the form RpDq, for some closed linear subspace D of E (Theorem 4.6). We can restate Grønbaek's result in a similar fashion:
Theorem 4.1. Let E be a Banach space such that ApEq has a left approximate identity. Then the map pSUBpE 1 q, Ăq Ñ pCLIpApEqq, Ăq, F Þ Ñ L pF q is a lattice isomorphism, with inverse given by
Proof. Observe that, by Lemma 2.1, every closed left ideal in ApEq intersects densely with the finite rank operators. It follows from this that Grønbaek's proof [15, Proposition 7.3] goes through under our hypothesis on E. We claim that, in Grønbaek's notation, ΦpF q " L pF q and ΨpIq " E 1˝I : showing each inclusion is routine, except ΦpF q Ą L pF q. For this, we again use the fact that FpEq X L pF q is dense in L pF q to see that it is sufficient to check that, for a finite rank operator T " ř n i"1 x i bλ i P L pF q, we have T 1 P span txbλ : x P E, λ P F u. Indeed, we may assume that x 1 , . . . , x n is linearly independent, and choose η j P E 1 pj " 1, . . . , nq such that xη j , x i y " δ ij pi, j " 1, . . . , nq. It then follows that T 1 pη i q " λ i P F pi " 1, . . . , nq, so that T has the required form.
We begin by addressing the topological left Noetherianity question for ApEq. Lemma 4.2. Let E be a Banach space. Let n P N, let T 1 , . . . , T n P ApEq, and let I " ApEq 7 T 1`¨¨¨`A pEq 7 T n . Then
As λ and S were arbitrary, this concludes the proof.
The next lemma gives a partial characterisation of when ApEq is topologically left Noetherian. The full characterisation will be given in Theorem 4.5.
Lemma 4.3. Let E be a Banach space such that ApEq has a left approximate identity.
(i) Let F Ă E be a closed linear subspace. Then L pF q is topologically generated by T 1 , . . . , T n P ApEq if and only if
The algebra ApEq is topologically left Noetherian if and only if every closed linear subspace of E 1 has the form (4.4), for some n P N and T 1 , . . . , T n P ApEq.
Proof. (i) Suppose that L pF q " ApEqT 1`¨¨¨`A pEqT n , for some T 1 , . . . , T n P ApEq. Then by Lemma 4.2 E 1˝L pF q " im T 1 1`¨¨¨`i m T 1 n , so that, by Theorem 4.1, F " im T 1 1`¨¨¨`i m T 1 n . Conversely, suppose that there are maps T 1 , . . . , T n P ApEq such that F has the form (4.4). Consider the left ideal I " ApEqT 1`¨¨¨`A pEqT n . By Lemma 4.2 we have E 1˝I " F, and so by Theorem 4.1 we have I " L pE 1˝I q " L pF q. Hence L pF q " ApEqT 1`¨¨¨`A pEqT n , as required.
(ii) This is clear from (i) and Theorem 4.1.
In the proof of the next lemma we use the fact that every infinite-dimensional Banach space contains a basic sequence [23, Theorem 4.1.30].
Lemma 4.4. Let E be a Banach space, and let F Ă E 1 be a closed, separable linear subspace. Then there exists T P ApEq such that im T 1 " F .
Proof. We may suppose that E is infinite-dimensional, since otherwise the lemma follows from routine linear algebra. Let tλ n : n P Nu be a dense subset of the unit ball of F , and let pb n q be a normalised basic sequence in E. Let pβ n q Ă E 1 satisfy xb i , β j y " δ ij pi, j P Nq. Define T " ř 8 n"1 2´nb n b λ n . The operator T is a limit of finite-rank operators and
2´nϕpb n qλ n pϕ P E 1 q.
Certainly im T 1 Ă F . Observing that T 1 p2 i β i q " λ i pi P Nq, we see that im T 1 " F , as required.
We can now give our characterisation of topological left Noetherianity for ApEq. We notice that our proof actually implies that for these Banach algebras topological left Noetherianity is equivalent to every closed left ideal being topologically singly-generated.
Theorem 4.5. Let E be a Banach space such that ApEq has a left approximate identity. Then the following are equivalent:
(a) the Banach algebra ApEq is topologically left Noetherian; (b) every closed left ideal of ApEq is topologically singly-generated; (c) the space E 1 is separable.
Proof. It is trivial that (b) implies (a). To see that (c) implies (b), note that, by Theorem 4.1, every closed left ideal of
ApEq has the form L pF q, for some closed linear subspace F in E 1 . Fixing F P SUBpE 1 q, by Lemma 4.4 there exists T P ApEq such that F " im T 1 , which implies that L pF q " ApEqT , by Lemma 4.3(i).
We show that (a) implies (c) to complete the proof. Suppose that ApEq is topologically left Noetherian. Then in particular ApEq " ApEqT 1`¨¨¨`A pEqT n for some T 1 , . . . , T n P ApEq. Observing that L pE 1 q " ApEq, Lemma 4.2 implies that E 1 " im T 1 1`¨¨¨`i m T 1 n . Since each operator T i is compact, so is each T 1 i , implying that each space im T 1 i is separable. It follows that E 1 " im T 1 1`¨¨¨`i m T 1 n is separable. We now give our classification of the closed right ideals of ApEq. Observe that our hypothesis on ApEq changes from possessing a left approximate identity to possessing a right approximate identity. Theorem 4.6. Let E be a Banach space such that ApEq has a right approximate identity. There is a lattice isomorphism Ξ : pSUBpEq, Ăq Ñ pCRIpEq, Ăq given by
with inverse given by p Ξ : I Þ Ñ span T PI pim T q pI P CRIpApEqqq.
Proof. It is clear that Ξ and p Ξ are inclusion preserving. Since a poset isomorphism between lattices preserves the lattice strucure, once we have shown that Ξ and p Ξ are mutually inverse it will follow that they are lattice isomorphisms.
Let F be a closed linear subspace of E and set D " p ΞpRpF qq. It is immediate from the definitions that D Ă F . Moreover, given x P F , by considering x b λ for some λ P Ezt0u we see that x P D. Hence F " D, and, since F was arbitrary, this shows that p Ξ˝Ξ is the identity map.
Let I be a closed right ideal in ApEq, and set F " p ΞpIq. It is clear that I Ă RpF q. By Lemma 2.1 the finite-rank operators intersect RpF q densely, so in order to check the reverse inclusion it is sufficient to show that FpEq X RpF q Ă I. Let T P FpEq X RpF q. Then we can write T " ř n i"1 x i b λ i , for some n P N, some x 1 , . . . , x n P im T , and some λ 1 , . . . , λ n P E 1 . Fix i P t1, . . . , nu. Then x i P F so there exists a sequence py j q Ă span U PI pim U q such that lim jÑ8 y j " x i . Moreover, for each j we can write y j " S pjq 1 z 1`¨¨¨`S pjq k j z k j , for some k j P N, some S pjq 1 , . . . , S pjq k j P I, and some z 1 , . . . , z k j P E. For each j, and each p " 1, . . . , k j we havé S pjq p z j¯b λ i " S pjq p˝p z p b λ i q P I. Hence y j b λ i P I for each j, so that, taking the limit as j goes to infinity, x i b λ i P I. As i was arbitrary it follows that T P I. Hence we have shown that I " RpF q. As I was arbitrary, we have shown that Ξ˝p Ξ is the identity map. Now we set out to characterise when ApEq is topologically right Noetherian, for E a Banach space as in Theorem 4.6.
Lemma 4.7. Let E and p Ξ be as in Theorem 4.6. Let T 1 , . . . , T n P ApEq and let I "
Proof. Since each T i pi " 1, . . . , nq belongs to I we have im
ΞpIq, and let ε ą 0. Then, by the definition of p Ξ, there exist m P N, S 1 , . . . , S m P I, and y 1 , . . . , y m P E such that }x´pS 1 y 1`¨¨¨`Sm y m q} ă ε. Since T 1 ApEq`¨¨¨`T n ApEq is dense in I, we may in fact suppose that S 1 , . . . , S m P T 1 ApEq`¨¨¨`T n ApEq, so that S 1 y 1`¨¨¨`Sm y m P im T 1`¨¨¨`i m T n . As ε was arbitrary we see that x P im T 1`¨¨¨`i m T n . The result now follows.
Lemma 4.8. Let E be a Banach space, and let F be any separable, closed linear subspace of E. Then there exists an approximable linear map from E to F with dense range.
Proof. We may suppose that E is infinite-dimensional. Let px n q Ă F be dense. Since E is infinite-dimensional, there exists a normalised basic sequence pb n q Ă E. Let pβ n q Ă E 1 be a bounded sequence satisfying xb i , β j y " δ ij pi, j P Nq, which we can obtain by taking the coordinate functionals for pb n q and extending them using the Hahn-Banach Theorem. Define T : E Ñ F by T " ř 8 n"1 2´nx n b β n . Then T is a limit of finite-rank operators, and T p2 i b i q " x i pi P Nq implies that T has dense range. Theorem 4.9. Let E be a Banach space such that ApEq has a right approximate identity. Then the following are equivalent:
(a) the Banach algebra ApEq is topologically right Noetherian; (b) every closed right ideal of ApEq is topologically singly-generated; (c) the space E is separable.
Proof. It is trivial that (b) implies (a). We show that (a) implies (c). Suppose that ApEq is topologically right Noetherian. Then ApEq " RpEq is topologically finitely-generated so that, by Lemma 4.7, there exist n P N and T 1 , . . . , T n P ApEq such that E " im T 1`¨¨¨`i m T n . Since each operator T i pi " 1, . . . , nq is compact, its image is separable, and hence so is E. Now suppose instead that E is separable, and let I be a closed right ideal in ApEq. Then, by Theorem 4.6, I " RpF q for some F P SUBpEq. By Lemma 4.8 there exists T P ApEq with im T " F . By Lemma 4.7 we have p Ξ´T ApEq¯" im T " F , so that, by Theorem 4.6, I " RpF q " T ApEq. Since I was arbitrary, this shows that (c) implies (b).
We can now prove Theorem 1.5 as a special case of our results above. We observe that, although it talks about algebraically finitely-generated ideals, the argument given in [10, Corollary 3.2] actually proves that any Banach space E satisfying its hypothesis has the property that BpEq is not topologically left Noetherian. Indeed, the argument there is to demonstrate that there are more (maximal) closed left ideals in BpEq than there are finite n-tuples of operators. Hence not every closed left ideal can be topologically finitely-generated. This covers a large class of Banach spaces, including, for example, c 0 , ℓ p for 1 ď p ă 8, L p r0, 1s for 1 ă p ă 8, and many other spaces discussed in [10] . In the case that E is a reflexive Banach space, BpEq is a dual Banach algebra with predual given by E p bE 1 . We shall show in the next section that, for a reflexive Banach space E with the approximation property, BpEq is weak*-topologically left Noetherian whenever KpEq is. Hence in particular, many of the above examples which fail to be }¨}-topologically left Noetherian are weak*-topologically left Noetherian.
We note howevere that it is possible for BpEq to be topologically left Noetherian, for an infinite-dimensional Banach space E. Let E AH be the Banach space constructed by Argyros and Haydon in [3] with the property that BpE AH q " C id E AH`K pE AH q. Since E AH is a predual of ℓ 1 , which has BAP, it satisfies the hypotheses of part (i) and (ii) of Theorem 1.5. Since BpE AH q " KpE AH q 7 , Theorem 4.5 and Lemma 2.2(iii) implie that BpE AH q is }¨}-topologically right and left Noetherian.
Multiplier Algebras and Dual Banach Algebras
In this section we consider those Banach algebras A whose multiplier algebra is a dual Banach algebra. We shall focus on the case in which A has a bounded approximate identity. Examples of such Banach algebras included L 1 pGq for G a locally compact group, and BpEq for E and reflexive Banach space with AP. Other examples include the Figa-Talamanca-Herz algebras A p pGq for G a locally compact amenable group, and p P p1, 8q, with the predual of M pA p pGqq given by P F p pGq, the algebra of p-pseudo-functions of G. Also L 1 pGq, where G is a locally compact quantum group in the sense of Kustermans and Vaes, fits into this setting whenever it has a bounded approximate identity [8] .
We prove in Proposition 5.3 that, for a Banach algebra A satisfying a fairly mild condition, the multiplier algebra M pAq is weak*-topologically left Noetherian whenever A is }¨}-topologically left Noetherian. Corollary 1.6 then follows. We go on to prove that for a certain, more restrictive class of Banach algebras there is a bijective correspondence between the closed left ideals of A and the weak*-closed left ideals of M pAq (Theorem 5.10).
For background on multiplier algebras see one of [7, 8, 26] . We say that A is faithful if Ax " t0u implies x " 0 px P Aq, and also xA " t0u implies x " 0 px P Aq. We recall that the canonical map A Ñ M pAq is injective if and only if A is faithful. When A has a bounded approximate identity, this map is bounded below, so that A is isomorphic to its image inside M pAq. When this is the case we shall identify A with its image inside M pAq.
In this section, when we consider a linear functional applied to a vector, we shall often use a subscript to indicate the exact dual pairing. So for example, if A is a Banach algebra, and a P A and f P A 1 , we might write xa, f y pA, A 1 q or xf, ay pA 1 , Aq for the value of f applied to a.
In [8] Daws considers Banach algebras whose multiplier algebras are also dual Banach algebras. We shall use the following consequence of Daws' work, which essentially says that when such a Banach algebra has a bounded approximate identity, the multiplier and dual structures are compatible in a natural way.
Theorem 5.1. Let A be a Banach algebra with a bounded approximate identity, and suppose that M pAq is a dual Banach algebra, with predual X. Then X may be identified with a closed A-submodule of A¨A 1¨A in such a way that (5.1) xf¨a, µy pX, M pAqq " xf, aµy pA 1 , Aq ,
for all µ P M pAq, and all a P A and f P A 1 with f¨a P X/ a¨f P X respectively. We also have (5.3) xx, ay pX, M pAqq " xx, ay pA 1 , Aq ,
for all x P X and a P A.
Proof. The fact that X may be identified with a closed A-submodule of A¨A 1¨A follows immediately from [8, Theorem 7.9 ] and the remarks following it, and Equations (5.1) and (5.2) then follow by chasing through the definition of the map θ 0 of that theorem. Equation (5.3) then follows from (5.1): given a P A and x P X, let b P A and f P A 1 satisfy x " f¨a. Then xf¨b, ay pX, M pAqq " xf, aby pA 1 , Aq " xf¨a, by pA 1 , Aq , as required.
Remark. Commutative Banach algebras whose multiplier algebras are dual Banach algebras satisfying (5.1)/(5.2) were considered by Ülger in [31] . Since Ülger always assumes the existence of a bounded approximate identity, Theorem 5.1 allows the hypothesis of [31, Theorem 3.7] to be simplified slightly.
We note the following.
Lemma 5.2. Let A be a Banach algebra with a bounded approximate identity, such that M pAq is a dual Banach algebra. Then A is weak*-dense in M pAq.
Proof. Let X be the predual of M pAq. By [8, Theorem 7.9] we may identify X with a closed subspace of A 1 . Suppose x P A K Ă X. Then, by Theorem 5.1, for all a P A we have We now prove a result about weak*-topological left Noetherianity in this setting. Note that, by the previous lemma, the hypothesis is satisfied by any Banach algebra with a bounded approximate identity whose multiplier algebra is a dual Banach algebra. Proposition 5.3. Let A be a Banach algebra such that M pAq admits the structure of a dual Banach algebra in such a way that A is weak*-dense in M pAq. Suppose that for every closed left ideal I in A there exists n P N and there exist µ 1 , . . . , µ n P M pAq such that I " A 7 µ 1`¨¨¨`A 7 µ n . Then M pAq is weak*-topologically left Noetherian. In particular, M pAq is weak*-topologically left Noetherian whenever A is }¨}-topologically left Noetherian.
Proof. Let I be a weak*-closed left ideal of M pAq. Since A is weak*-dense in M pAq, which is unital, Lemma 2.1 implies that A X I is weak*-dense in I. On the other hand, A X I is a closed left ideal in A, so there exists n P N, and there exist µ 1 , . . . , µ n P M pAq such that A X I " A 7 µ 1`¨¨¨`A 7 µ n . It follows that
As I was arbitrary the result follows.
We are now able to prove Corollary 1.6 concerning the weak*-topological left/right Noetherianity for algebras of the form M pGq and BpEq. Note that, by Proposition 3.5 and the discussion at the end of Section 4, these algebras are often not }¨}-topologically left/right Noetherian Proof of Corollary 1.6. This follows from Proposition 5.3, Theorem 1.4, and Theorem 1.5.
Definition 5.4. Let A be a Banach algebra. We say that A is a compliant Banach algebra if A is faithful and M pAq is a dual Banach algebra in such a way that, for each a P A, the maps M pAq Ñ A given by µ Þ Ñ µa and µ Þ Ñ aµ are weak*-weakly continuous.
In this article we shall consider the ideal structure of compliant Banach algebras, but we note that they appear to have interesting properties more broadly and are worthy of further study. In the papers [17] and [18] Hayati and Amini consider Connes amenability of certain multiplier algebras which are also dual Banach algebras. In our terminology, [18, Theorem 3.3] says that if A is a compliant Banach algebra with a bounded approximate identity, then A is amenable if and only if M pAq is Connes amenable.
We have the following family of examples of compliant Banach algebras.
Lemma 5.5. Let A be a Banach algebra with a bounded approximate identity which is Arens regular and an ideal in its bidual. Then A is a compliant Banach algebra.
Proof. By [24, Theorem 3.9] A 2 as an algebra with Arens multiplication may be identified with M pAq. Arens regularity implies that A 2 is a dual Banach algebra with predual A 1 . Given a P A, the maps µ Þ Ñ µa and µ Þ Ñ aµ are weak*-continuous as maps from A 2 to itself, and hence they are weak*-weakly continuous when considered as maps from A 2 to A.
It follows from Lemma 5.5 that c 0 pNq is an example of a compliant Banach algebra. A family of examples that will be important to us is the following: Corollary 5.6. Let E be a reflexive Banach space with the approximation property. Then KpEq is a compliant Banach algebra.
Proof. By [34, Theorem 3] KpEq is Arens regular. Moreover KpEq 2 " BpEq, so that we see that KpEq is an ideal in its bidual. Hence the result follows from the previous lemma.
The following lemma is also useful for finding examples.
Lemma 5.7. Let A be as in Theorem 5.1, and suppose that the identification of that theorem yeilds X " A¨A 1 " A 1¨A . Then A is a compliant Banach algebra.
Proof. Let pµ α q be a net in M pAq which converges to some µ P M pAq in the weak*-topology. Fix a P A, and let f P A 1 be arbitrary. Then lim α xf, aµ α y pA 1 , Aq " lim α xf¨a, µ α y pX, M pAqq " xf¨a, µy pX, M pAqq " xf, aµy pA 1 , Aq .
This shows that the map µ Þ Ñ aµ is weak*-weakly continuous, and by an analogous argument so is the map µ Þ Ñ µa. As a was arbitrary this proves the lemma.
Unfortunately, the group algebra is usually not compliant. 
are weakly compact. Hence L 2 f pA 2 q, R 2 f pA 2 q Ă A by [23, Theorem 3.5.8] . Denoting the first Arens product by l, we observe that L 2 f : Ψ Þ Ñ f lΨ pΨ P A 2 q, and we see that L 1 pGq is a right ideal in its bidual with respect to l. Similarly it is a left ideal. Hence by [14] G is compact.
For compliant Banach algebras there is a bijective correspondence between the closed left ideals of A and the weak*-closed left ideals of M pAq as we describe below in Proposition 5.10. The next section will be devoted to applications of this result.
Lemma 5.9. Let I be a closed left ideal of a compliant Banach algebra A, and let µ P I w˚Ă M pAq. Then Aµ Ă I.
Proof. Let pµ α q be a net in I converging to µ in the weak*-topology and let a P A. For each index α we have aµ α P I. Since A is compliant, the net aµ α converges weakly to aµ in A. Hence aµ P I w " I. As a was arbitrary, the result follows. Proof. First we take an arbitrary closed left ideal I in A and show that AXI w˚" I. Certainly I Ă A X I w˚. Let a P A X I w˚. Then by Lemma 5.9 we have Aa Ă I. Since A has a bounded approximate identity, this implies that a P I. As a was arbitrary, we must have I " A X I
w˚.
It remains to show that, given a weak*-closed left ideal J of M pAq, we have A X J w˚" J, and this follows from Lemma 2.1 and Lemma 5.2.
Finally we show that for compliant Banach algebras the converse of Proposition 5.3 holds, so that weak*-topological left Noetherianity of M pAq can be characterised in terms of a }¨}-topological condition on A.
Proposition 5.11. Let A be a compliant Banach algebra with a bounded approximate identity. Then M pAq is weak*-topologically left Noetherian if and only if every closed left ideal I in A has the form I " Aµ 1`¨¨¨`A µ n , for some n P N, and some µ 1 , . . . , µ n P M pAq.
Proof. The "if" direction follows from Proposition 5.3 and Lemma 5.2. Conversely, suppose that M pAq is weak*-topologically left Noetherian, and let I be a closed left ideal in A. Then there exist n P N and µ 1 , . . . , µ n P M pAq such that
where we have used Lemma 5.2 to get the second equality. Hence, by applying Theorem 5.10 twice, we obtain
The result follows.
Some Classification Results
In this section we use Theorem 5.10 to give classifications of the weak*-closed left ideals of M pGq, for G a compact group, and of the weak*-closed left ideals of BpEq, for E a reflexive Banach space with the approximation property. We then observe how this gives us some classification results for the closed right submodules of the preduals. Let G be a compact group and suppose the for each π P p G we have chosen a linear subspace E π ď H π . Then we define
We shall show that these are exactly the weak*-closed left ideals of M pGq.
Lemma 6.1. Let G be a compact group and let E π ď H π pπ P p Gq. Then
Proof. Routine calculation.
Theorem 6.2. Let G be a compact group. Then the weak*-closed left ideals of M pGq are given by JrpE π q πP p G s, as pE π q πP p G runs over the possible choices of linear subspaces E π ď H π pπ P p Gq.
Proof. By Lemma 6.1 each space JrpE π q πP p G s is weak*-closed, and it is easily checked that it is a left ideal. Moreover, by Theorem 3.2 each closed left ideal of L 1 pGq has the form L 1 pGq X JrpE π q πP p G s, for some choice of subspaces E π ď H π pπ P p Gq. By Proposition 5.8, L 1 pGq is a compliant Banach algebra, so we may apply Proposition 5.10 to see that this must be the full set of weak*-closed left ideals.
Recall the definition of I BpEq pF q given in Equation (4.3). Theorem 6.3. Let E be a reflexive Banach space with the approximation property. Then the weak*-closed left ideals are exactly given by I BpEq pF q, as F runs through SUBpEq. The weak*-closed right ideals are given by R BpEq pF q, as F runs through SUBpEq.
Proof. For any closed linear subspace F Ă E the left ideal I BpEq pF q is weak*-closed since we have I BpEq pF q " tx b λ : x P F, λ P E 1 u K , where x b λ denotes an element of the predual E p bE 1 . Similarly we have R BpEq pF q " tx b λ : x P E, λ P F K u K , so that these right ideals are weak*-closed. Observe that for F P SUBpEq, we have
" tT P BpEq :`im T 1˘K Ą F u " tT P BpEq : ker T Ą F u " I BpEq pF q, so that, by Theorem 4.1, every closed left ideal of KpEq has the form I BpEq pF q X KpEq for some F P SUBpEq. By Corollary 5.6 KpEq is compliant, so we may apply Proposition 5.10 to see that every weak*-closed left ideal has the required form. A similar argument applies to the weak*-closed right ideals.
Finally we show how, using the following proposition, we can describe the closed left/right submodules of E p bE 1 , for E a reflexive Banach space with AP. We also obtain a description of the left-translation-invariant closed subspaces of CpGq, for G a compact group (compare with [1, Theorem 2]). Proof. It is quickly checked that Y K is a left ideal, whenever Y is a right submodule, and that I K is a right submodule whenever I is a left ideal. Equation (2.1) now tells us that the given correspondence is bijective, with inverse given by I Þ Ñ I K , for I a weak*-closed left ideal.
In the following corollary, given a Banach space E, and a closed subspaces F Ă E and D Ă E 1 , we identify F p bE 1 with the closure of the algebraic tensor product F b E 1 inside E p bE 1 , and similarly for E p bD.
Corollary 6.5. Let E be a reflexive Banach space with the approximation property. Then the closed right BpEq-submodules of E p bE 1 are given by F p bE 1 pF P SUBpEqq.
The closed left BpEq-submodules are given by E p bD pD P SUBpE 1 qq.
Proof. Given F P SUBpEq it is easily seen that F p bE 1 is a closed right submodule. Hence I :" pF p bE 1 q K is a weak*-closed left ideal by Proposition 6.4. It is easily checked that E 1˝I " F K , and hence I " L BpEq pF K q " I BpEq pF q by (6.2). Since the correspondence given in Proposition 6.4 is bijective, and since by Theorem 6.3 every weak*-closed ideal has the form I BpEq pF q for some F , it must be that every closed right submodule has the form F p bE 1 for some F P SUBpEq.
The proof of the result about closed left submodules is proved analogously.
Corollary 6.6. Let G be a compact group, and let X Ă CpGq be a closed linear subspace, which is invariant under left translation. Then there exists a choice of linear subspaces E π ď H π pπ P p Gq such that
Proof. In fact, by the weak*-density of the discrete measures in M pGq, the closed right submodules of CpGq coincide with the closed linear subspaces invariant under left translation (compare with [32, Lemma 3.3] ). By Proposition 6.4 X has the form I K , for some weak*-closed ideal I of M pGq. It now follows from Theorem 6.2 and Lemma 6.1 that X has the given form.
